
Material The tops of the Levanto collection are 

made of genuine white light veined marble. The 

(geometrically shaped) frames are made of high-gloss 

polished stainless steel.

Marble is a product of nature; please note that patterns 

in the marble may differ from the image.

Possibilities The Levanto collection includes the 

following items: one set of pillars, 3 rectangular coffee 

tables, 2 wall tables, a sofa table, two sets of round 

coffee tables, a round set of side tables, and of course 

a dining table in both sizes 200 and 240 cm.

Maintenance It is important to maintain your 

Levanto furniture in order to keep it looking beautiful, 

as you would with other cherished items. Remove 

stains and spilled fluids immediately; do NOT rub the 

spill, dab it with a paper towel or an absorbing cloth. Do 

NOT use or apply any furniture maintenance products 

containing silicone or solvents like; stain removers, 

turpentine or white-spirit. 

Stains can be removed with water and mild natural 

soap if necessary. Be careful with cleaning products 

containing bleach additives (lemon for example). 

Abrasive cleaning products shouldn’t be used at all. 

IMPORTANT: Marble is a porous stone type; you can 

best protect this from stains with a thin layer of the 

supplied wax. This wax can also be (re)ordered from us.

Furthermore, we strongly advise using coasters.

The frame and top can be best wiped with a damp 

cloth.

This way you will keep your furniture looking 

beautifuland it will last for ever.

Delivery time The delivery time on the Levanto 

collection is 4 weeks.

Levanto



7242 78x150x40 cm 7243 45x130x80 cm7241 78x240x94 cm

7244 40xØ95 cm

7247 80x140x46 cm

7245 60xØ60 cm

7265 66x45x40 cm variations

7246 45x130x80 cm

Levanto

7237 45x180x40 cm 7238 46xØ91,5 cm 7239 110x40x40 cm
7238 37xØ76 cm 9894 95x30x30 cm

7240 78x200x94 cm

7245 50xØ40 cm


